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Abstract Results and DiscussionsAbstract Results and Discussions
Resistive switching has been reported in silicon-based resistive RAM devices in which theResistive switching has been reported in silicon based resistive RAM devices in which the
active layer is silicon rich silica by Mehonic A et al in the UCL Photonic Materials groupactive layer is silicon-rich silica by Mehonic A. et al. in the UCL Photonic Materials group.
I ti ti th l t i t t i th l i ti t t ltil l d t tInvestigating the electronic transport in the low resistive state, multilevel conductance steps
have been recorded, spaced in half-integer values of the quantum conductance unit G0=2e2/h., p g q 0
This behavior is consistent with the non-linear conduction regime in quantum-point contactsThis behavior is consistent with the non linear conduction regime in quantum point contacts.

TheoryTheoryy
The effect of quantised conductance can be explained within the framework of LandauerThe effect of quantised conductance can be explained within the framework of Landauer
theory for mesoscopic systems The LRS is associated with filamentary conductive pathwaystheory for mesoscopic systems. The LRS is associated with filamentary conductive pathways
f fformed in the oxide layers by electroforming. These conductive paths can be modeled as any y g
electron waveguide between two metal electrodes, regarded as charge reservoirs. Similar toelectron waveguide between two metal electrodes, regarded as charge reservoirs. Similar to
EM waveguides the electron wavefunction can only propagate in certain modes depending onEM waveguides, the electron wavefunction can only propagate in certain modes depending on
th t i ti ’ l t l i d t ti l d di t ib tithe constriction’s lateral size and potential drop distribution.
The electron transport is characterised in terms of the constriction’s transmission probability T.p p y
The influx of electrons from the left electrode can be deduced from the finite-bias Landauer

Fi 4 Hi t f d t h d i lt
The influx of electrons from the left electrode can be deduced from the finite bias Landauer

h Vβ Figure 4. Histogram of conductance changes during voltage sweep.approach.
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For the same contact size 250µm x 250µm about one thousand abrupt conduction steps( )∫+ −= dEeVEfEMETeI β)()(2
For the same contact size, 250µm x 250µm, about one thousand abrupt conduction steps
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were recorded and their distribution was plotted in Fig.4 . The histogram can be fitted to
∫
∞−hVNGI ++ = β normal distributions with peaks positioned at half-integer multiples of the quantumCVNGI = β0 normal distributions with peaks positioned at half integer multiples of the quantum

conductance unit G which confirms the signature of ballistic transport regimeVNGI )1( β conductance unit G0 , which confirms the signature of ballistic transport regime.
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During the soft breakdown process many competing conductive pathways are being formed
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During the soft breakdown process many competing conductive pathways are being formed.
At th d f th l f th i l t l f d d f ti f dditi l

Figure.1 Mesoscopic view of the filamentary path
At the end of the process, only one of them is completely formed and formation of additional
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filaments is stopped. Nevertheless, as the contact size is much bigger than the size of the
Experimental method

filaments is stopped. Nevertheless, as the contact size is much bigger than the size of the
filament the background conduction cannot be neglected This conduction through sub-Experimental method filament, the background conduction cannot be neglected. This conduction through sub-
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semiconducting layer is highly non-linear. The overall conduction consists of linear
Our devices contain a thin (16nm) SiOX layer between a p-type silicon substrate with chrome- conduction component coming from completely formed filament and the background non-Our devices contain a thin (16nm) SiOX layer between a p type silicon substrate, with chrome
gold Ohmic contacts on the back of the wafer and an n type poly silicon top contact This is

p g p y g
linear conductiongold Ohmic contacts on the back of the wafer and an n-type poly silicon top contact. This is
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linear conduction.

shown schematically in Fig.2 inset. The measurements were done at room temperature, in air,
using a Signatone probing station driven by a Keithley semiconductor analyser.using a Signatone probing station driven by a Keithley semiconductor analyser.

Figure 2. Unipolar switching. Inset: Device schematic.g p g

D i h i l i ti it hi Th t iti f HRS t LRS i ib d t thDevices show unipolar resistive switching. The transition from HRS to LRS is ascribed to the
formation of a conductive path consisting of silicon nanoinclusions within the insulating film.p g g
The filament consists of a weak point where the switching occurs As this point might beThe filament consists of a weak point where the switching occurs. As this point might be
atomically narrow quantum effects could be expectedatomically narrow, quantum effects could be expected.

Fi 5 S h ti f difi ti f d ti fil tFigure 5. Schematic of modification of conduction filament.

The conductance is defined as I/V the histogram implies we have I(V)=NG V+f(V)The conductance is defined as I/V, the histogram implies we have I(V)=NG0V+f(V),
where f(V) represents the nonlinear background conduction, that does not significantly( ) p g , g y
change during sweeps The first component comes from completely formed filamentchange during sweeps. The first component comes from completely formed filament

d thi t i ti d Th idth f th fil t t th it h i t hand this component is quantised. The width of the filament at the switch point changes
during the sweeps The overall conduction can be represented by quantised-resistor induring the sweeps. The overall conduction can be represented by quantised resistor in
parallel with non changing background conductor This is schematically shown in Fig 5parallel with non-changing background conductor. This is schematically shown in Fig.5

Future workFuture work
A promising candidate for future non-volatile memory, the resistive random access memory

Figure 3 I V characteristic of multiple conduction states during voltage sweep Inset :
A promising candidate for future non volatile memory, the resistive random access memory
has attracted significant attention This simple sandwiched structured device exhibitsFigure 3. I-V characteristic of multiple conduction states during voltage sweep. Inset :
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has attracted significant attention. This simple sandwiched structured device exhibits

tt ti f t i i l di ll t li t ti l l tiCorresponding G-V graph. attractive performance metrics including excellent scaling potential , low power consumption,

After the device was switched to LRS a higher voltage bias was gradually applied During high speed and good endurance with a wide range of potential applications in high-densityAfter the device was switched to LRS a higher voltage bias was gradually applied. During g p g g p pp g y
memories novel processing architectures and neural networkseach voltage sweep, multiple current jumps were detected as shown in Fig.2, and the overall memories, novel processing architectures, and neural networks.
The effect of quantised conductance at room temperature and atmospheric pressure willg p p j p g

conductance was slightly increased. The conductance was calculated as G=I/V. The voltage The effect of quantised conductance at room temperature and atmospheric pressure will
h i ifi i i l hi h d i li i If hi b h i bconductance was slightly increased. The conductance was calculated as G I/V. The voltage

bias was gradually increased until no further abrupt changes were detected corresponding to have a significant impact in ultrahigh density memory applications. If this behavior can bebias was gradually increased until no further abrupt changes were detected, corresponding to
f ll f d d ti th th d i t t HRS controlled, unipolar switching between different low resistive states, it can lead to multi-levela fully formed conduction path, or the device was reset to HRS. controlled, unipolar switching between different low resistive states, it can lead to multi level

storage Further research needs to be done for a full understanding of the physics of siliconstorage. Further research needs to be done for a full understanding of the physics of silicon
l tnano-clusters.


